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New die techno

cuts costs
and Improves p.

quality in extru.
Part 2
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Dr. Ing. Heinz Grass

Film and sheet extrusion using slit die!i
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Flexlip slit dies are weil suited to reach very narrow thickness
tolerances in flat films as already mentioned. In sheet extrusion
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it is state

of the art to use dies having restrictor bars which are
difficult to contro!. For this application slit dies having a flexible
membrane are much better suited to fine tune the melt distribu-
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tion. Apart from the advantage that they allow for a very sensitive adjustment of the flow channel gap they do not create
dead zones in the flow channel where melt can hang up and
degrade by time. Additionally the maintenance is easy as membrane dies consist only of two solid halves (Fig. 14).
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Completely new processing possibilities are opened up in the
field of co-extruded films and sheets. For the first time the individual thickness over the width co-extruded layers in films or
be sensitively optimised while the line is running.
done as weil when using feed blocks as weil when
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Fig. 14 One half of a membrane type sheet
die where the conventional restrictor bar
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has been substituted by a flexible flow
channel wall (photo EDI)
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Fig. 15 Two channel die having a membrane
for each flow channel to optimise the flow
channel gap at speciallocations over the
width of the channel (photo Bayer AG)
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Fig. 16 Three channel feed block opened in the parting line between the inner part and one outer part, with the flexible adjustable flow channel wall (top) and
mounted in front of the slit die du ring operation (below)
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using multi-channel slit dies. So now it is possible to establish

a close-Ioop control for the thickness over the width of individual co-extruded layers. Precondition is that the thickness of the
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channel geometry can be adapted to changed production conditions in the future. If for instance the viscosity of a resin chanxxiJiEj]!t~~,
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put rate change as consequence of an increased line speed. It
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will also be possible to process different materials having vary-
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ing viscosity's using one and the same feed block or multi-channel die.Fig. 15 shows a two channel die where the geometry of
flow channel for both layers can be fine tuned while the die is in
operation. In this ca se it is important to reach extreme small
thickness tolerances in both layers. Fig. 16 shows a three layer
feed block (type A-B-A) to produce UV-protected PC-sheets having on both surfaces a thin layer of a special PC resin containing a high amount of UV-absorber. In this case it is important
to mainly reduce the thickness tolerances on both covering layers as the UV-absorber is rather expensive. That is the reason
why the feed block has an adjustable flow channel wall in the
flow channels of both covering layers. Although the melt distribution can be sensitively fine tuned for both covering layers the
feed block consists only of three solid parts, amiddie part and
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two identical outer parts wh ich again have a multi-walled flexible flow channel which can be sensitively deformed during
operation.
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Future aspects

The possibility to fine tune the geometry of a flow channel within
:Zf8]~1~7~?!!trJ*it:
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~.t~itIJtt a die while it is in operation opens up many new processing
possibilities in the field of extrusion. Already the job of the die
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designer becomes more comfortable as he is no longer forced
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to design the flow channel of a die exactly to the point. He simply needs to design it somewhere in the middle of the operating
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special material which is processed. The future will be that this
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•••~~~*~mwill be done automatically for all different extrusion processes.
30 years ago, the first companies offered film lines with
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wall thickness contral heated debates were initiated among ex~~~~o
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perts whether

that makes sense or not. Thickness contra I is
as absolutely essential for all processes where it
has already been realised like in film lines. Extrusion dies with
flexibly adjustable flow-channel regions are for many processes
the prerequisites to be able to establish a thickness control for
nearly all existing extrusion processes including even for individual co-extruded layers. So further close-Ioop controlled extru-
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sion processes will more and more come up. The pioneers will
probably pipe systems since online wall-thickness
measurement is already integrated into many pipe extrusion lines today.
In these cases the pipe manufacturer
does not need to

[1] Groß, H.: Extrusionswerkzeuge mit flexibel deformierbaren
Fließkanaiwänden. Blasformen & Extrusionswerkzeuge, Teil 1:

purchase an expensive thickness
measurement
system in
addition to the contra I system to regulate his pipe wall thick-

1/2005

ness. The first pipe thickness control systems could possibly
be available at the next K-show in Düsseldorf/Germany.

S. 5 -9 und Teil 2: 2/2005,

S. 11 - 14

[2] Groß, H., Kubisch, P., Raum M. R.: Material Savings for Complex Shapes. Journal Kunststoffe International, Carl Hanser Verlag Munic, volume 98, issue 7/2008, page 45-47
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Using dynamically
adjusted Flex Ring heads to vary the
thickness of the parison over its circumference have proved not
only to result in better thickness distributions in blow moulded
parts but also to allow for an economic production of more
complex parts. Independent fram the diameter of the head or of
the size of the blow moulded part in future it will be absolutely

Rossdorf ~ Heinz Gross tW±

fkAPJTtI!J~ (Heinz-gross@t-online.de)
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necessary to dynamically profile the thickness over the circumference of the parison in the moment when the geometry part
differs from the raund shape of the parison. Companies which
continue to operate heads having still a conventional static
profiled flow channel will disappear sooner or later disappear
fram the market.
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Membrane and Flex Ring Technology are privately
owned by Dr.-lng. Heinz Gross, Rossdorf, Germany
(heinz-gross@t-online.de). The technology is patented in many countries over the world including
China. Dr. Gross is a pure researcher who works on
improving extrusion processes. He is looking for
companies who are interested in taking a licences in
order to profit from his advantageous technologies.
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